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90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Shteeble - 08 Jul 2011 13:29
_____________________________________

Okay Chevra, we have 90,000 to go.  Please keep to one reason per post, and 20 words or less
per reason.

When you feel like acting out, make sure to read all 90,000 reasons why you shouldn't first.

========================================================================
====

Reason #31
Posted by khoskor - 02 Aug 2011 19:42
_____________________________________

#31

u are missing the boat and seeing acting out in the wrong way. It has a different purpose

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by ToAdd - 04 Aug 2011 06:19
_____________________________________

#32

Running to your alternate world removes you from the real world.

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by AchazoBolmus - 12 Aug 2011 13:54
_____________________________________

#33

Instead of thinking about acting out you could be calling someone who'd love to hear from you.

========================================================================
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Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by AchazoBolmus - 12 Aug 2011 13:56
_____________________________________

#34

Instead of thinking about acting out you could be doing a favor for someone.

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by AchazoBolmus - 12 Aug 2011 14:00
_____________________________________

#35

Instead of thinking about acting out you could be cleaning the mess in your
office/bedroom/computer bag/pockets.

wouldn't that make you feel better than belly-flopping into filth?

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by gibbor120 - 12 Aug 2011 14:04
_____________________________________

Once you try to "reason" with the Y"H, you have already lost.  Avoid a conversation at all costs!

Don't make eye contact  

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 12 Aug 2011 14:31
_____________________________________

the best way to reason with him is to have him peer down the business end of a weapon

========================================================================
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Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by gevurah - 16 Aug 2011 08:23
_____________________________________

The "BOSS" saye DON"T DO IT!!!! and he is always there-

he smiles when you say no and cries when you say yes

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Shteeble - 17 Nov 2011 17:10
_____________________________________

#39

When you feel like you will "fall apart" if you don't act out....

You can give Hashem the nachas ruach of seeing that

you are willing to feel like you are "falling apart"....    for the sake of keeping HIS mitzvois.

Every minute that you feel like your falling apart is a separate korban to the RBS"O kaviyochol.

....even if after a while a person may end up falling chas vsholom....

You were makriv many korbanos.

========================================================================
====
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Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by obormottel - 17 Nov 2011 17:36
_____________________________________

#40

Acting out isolates you from your family and real friends

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Echos of The Rebbe - 05 Dec 2011 00:50
_____________________________________

The Rebbe wouldn't approve.  >

JUST TRUCKK

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by yedid_nefesh - 05 Dec 2011 07:39
_____________________________________

#41 - makes you tired

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by shemirateinayim - 05 Dec 2011 10:59
_____________________________________

#42 It makes me feel dirtier than a public toilet.

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by jack - 05 Dec 2011 19:58
_____________________________________
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well, you know it's a constant struggle - ok, not like it was when i first started, but it's still a
struggle.for now, i;'m focusing on 2 things:

1 - the feeling of being clean - i mean the feeling, not the knowledge of being clean.i'm trying to
look at it as if it's a HOLY feeling.you see, i need to replace the feeling of acting out with a
different kind of feeling - as you know.it has to be a feeling, because knowledge alone is not
enough to replace that feeling of acting out.

and

2 - the terrible way i'll feel if i do not remain clean - how will i face my rabbi, myself, my wife, and
G-d?

jack

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by blackbigday - 05 Dec 2011 20:53
_____________________________________

#43 It makes you want to act out again, which you know you don't want to do.

========================================================================
====
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